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conscious intervention, some of the harsher consequences
of economic inequality. The improvements in public
health and education, in housing and the facilities for
recreation since Bagehot's day, are quite literally immense.
The assumption made by most politicians is that there is
no reason to assume any permanent suspension of this
progress unless there supervenes somp unlooked-for
catastrophe. Social progress, no doubt, will have its ups
and downs; we are not yet, for instance, the masters of the
consequences inherent in the trade-cycle. But, given good
will and patience, there is, it is argued, no inherent reason
to suppose that our constitutional system is not elastic
enough to provide for the peaceful achievement of any
social transformation upon which the electorate has
decisively made up its mind*
There is, I think, in that confidence an omission to pay
due attention to the generalization Saint-Simon made in
one of the most remarkable of his prophetic insights*
"The law," he wrote, "which constitutes the powers and
the form of government is less important and has less
influence on the happiness of nations than that which
constitutes property and decides its use/' Our political
system takes for granted the private ownership of the
means of production; the consequences of that assumption
cover every nook and cranny of the law. All the great
categories of our jurisprudence are soaked in the traditions
of individualism. They assume property-rights which,
save in the absence of direct contrary prescriptions from
Parliament, are to be safeguarded from invasion. They
are based, not upon the collectivist and corporate habits of
the twentieth century, but on the liberal-atomic principles
worked out from the seventeenth to the mid-nineteenth
century, They were the work of men who believed that,
with the triumph of the business man, a term had been
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